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Not a Boy Toy...a Gal Pal!

submit a comment>>

Date: Monday :: September 11 :: 2006
< FaceIt >

Skid marks are never a good thing – especially when
they are on clothes. Why advertise your grooming
habits, right? This little product will wipe away any
evidence.
It’s called Gal Pals. For ladies who love their little
lack dresses and tight dark t-shirts, this is the answer
that a damp wash cloth can’t provide.
Just a few swipes of these pink, spongy discs, and
the evidence you’re staying sweet-smelling and dry
thanks to your favorite deodorant/antiperspirant is
gone. Dampen the Gal Pal to remove stubborn
marks. They’re lighter and stiffer than a kitchen
sponge, travel easy and save you lots of money on
dry cleaning.
They truly are pals of gals!

BUY IT!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

comments
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------This review is hilarious! And I am definitely going to have to pick some of those up, because my cheer outfit is
tight and black...and my deoderant LOVES it!! lol

< Fayelle >
09.11.2006
Skid marks usually refers to the marks found on people's white underwear. That's what I thought you were
talking about while I was laughing.

< noconcept >
09.12.2006
Im a guy and I love the idea to eliminate one major turnoff...Perspiration!!!

< edge_u_kated >
09.12.2006
Im a guy and I love the idea to eliminate one major turnoff...Perspiration!!!

< edge_u_kated >
09.12.2006
I thought I was going to read about the skid marks from the white underwear too, so I busted a gut too. Skid
marks of any kind are a turn off so chicks outta pick up the gal pal stuff. And getting a boy toy ain't such a bad
idea. Where do I apply?

< tiggerdog >
09.12.2006
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